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ABSTRACT
Since the original publication of sRNAtoolbox in
2015, small RNA research experienced notable advances in different directions. New protocols for
small RNA sequencing have become available to
address important issues such as adapter ligation
bias, PCR amplification artefacts or to include internal controls such as spike-in sequences. New microRNA reference databases were developed with
different foci, either prioritizing accuracy (low number of false positives) or completeness (low number of false negatives). Additionally, other small RNA
molecules as well as microRNA sequence and length
variants (isomiRs) have continued to gain importance. Finally, the number of microRNA sequencing studies deposited in GEO nearly triplicated from
2014 (280) to 2018 (764). These developments imply
that fast and easy-to-use tools for expression profiling and subsequent downstream analysis of miRNAseq data are essential to many researchers. Key features in this sRNAtoolbox release include addition of
all major RNA library preparation protocols to sRNAbench and improvements in sRNAde, a tool that
summarizes several aspects of small RNA sequencing studies including the detection of consensus differential expression. A special emphasis was put on
the user-friendliness of the tools, for instance sRNAbench now supports parallel launching of several
* To

jobs to improve reproducibility and user time efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
Small RNA profiling by means of miRNA-seq (or small
RNA-seq) is a key step in many study designs because it
often precedes further downstream analysis such as screening, prediction, identification and validation of miRNA targets or biomarker detection (1,2). Many different tools are
available for the analysis of small RNA high-throughput sequencing data such as miRDeep2 (3), miRge 2.0 (4), ShortStack (5), SeqBuster (6), sRNAbench (7) and miRTrace (8)
which implements a new approach to quality control. Generally, the tools focus on certain aspects of small RNAs
and are not integrated into independent pipelines for downstream analysis. In 2015, we introduced sRNAtoolbox (9),
a collection of small RNA research tools built around sRNAbench, providing different downstream analysis including consensus differential expression, target prediction and
analysis of unmapped reads by means of blast searches
against general nucleotide databases.
The last few years have witnessed a further drop in sequencing cost that together with the advent of highly specialized service providers makes the generation of this kind
of data accessible to a larger number of research groups. The
increase in sequencing volume has been accompanied by the
publication of new library preparation protocols, each of
which involves specific pre-processing steps in the bioinformatics analysis. However, not all research groups can count
on specialized staff or bioinformatics equipment, which is
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ple mapping methods can be found in the downloadable
results.
Consensus target detection: The original miRconstarget
was split into two, one tool for animals and one for
plants. A simple seed detection method several folds
faster than the other three (miranda, PITA and TargetSpy) was added to the animal tool.
Scope: Genome sequences and annotations are automatically derived from Ensembl (14). Current version of sRNAtoolbox contains 90 genome assemblies and several
virus and bacteria collections obtained from NCBI (15).
Reference sequences: microRNAs for all species included
in miRBase (16) or MirGeneDB (17) can be profiled regardless of genome availability.
liqDB: sRNAbench is now connected to liqDB, a small
RNA database for liquid biopsy studies (18), i.e. sRNAbench output can be used to compare against liqDB
profiles.

DATA AND METHODS
WHAT’S NEW?
Since sRNAtoolbox web-server has previously been described (9), we briefly present main novelties and changes
in this section. More detailed descriptions can be found in
the Data and methods section.
• sRNAbench batch mode: users can now provide an unlimited number of reads files through upload, URLs or SRA
Run accessions. In this way, parameters only need to be
specified once and are applied to all input data.
• Reanalysis of provided files: All provided files can be reanalysed without reuploading to the server.
• New sRNAbench features: Optional quality control of
fastq input, detection of sequence variants, direct availability of 6 different library preparation protocols, UMI
(Unique Molecular Identifier) protocols are supported,
isomiR classification can be made hierarchical (each read
belongs to only one category) or fuzzy (each read can
belong to several categories), input format is automatically detected to prevent inconsistent file extensions and
improved feedback so most frequent input errors can be
corrected by the user.
• Visualization of genome mapped reads: The jBrowse instance to visualize the genome mappings was replaced
by links to UCSC Genome Browser or Ensembl track
hubs. Additionally, direct downloads to bedGraph, bigWig and bed files are provided so they can be analysed
using specialized software like the Integrative Genome
Viewer (10).
• Differential expression: We added two additional methods to detect differentially expressed microRNAs: a Student’s t-test and DESeq2 (11) for a total of 5 different
methods. Each method has its own output page which includes interactive heatmaps (12), box-plots and volcano
plots to visualize differences in expression values between
two groups. The consensus differentially expressed microRNAs are visualized by means of UpsetR (13), an
alternative to Venn diagrams. By default, adjusted read
counts (to address multiple mapping) are used to generate the expression matrixes, but matrixes for other multi-

Input data
Input files can be uploaded to our server, be provided as
URLs or as SRA Run IDs (19). For URLs or SRA run identifiers, several files can be merged together by joining them
using colons (:). For example SRR2105509:SRR2105510
would merge both SRA runs into a single job. In the previous sRNAbench version, the input format was detected
based on the file extension only, i.e. *.fastq for fastq format, *.fa for fasta format and *.rc for read count format.
Because sRNAbench jobs could fail due to an incorrect extension, we included now an automatic detection of the input format to prevent those errors. Automatic detection of
most common separators in read-count encoded fasta files
has also been implemented.
Quality control
Two quality filters have been implemented in sRNAbench
for fastq files. The ‘mean’ method calculates the average
PhredScore of the adapter-trimmed read, filtering out those
below a certain threshold. The ‘min’ method is stricter as it
sorts out any read with at least one position below the provided threshold.
MicroRNA profiling, genome and library mode
Expression values can be obtained either using genome or
library mode. In genome mode, reads are first mapped to the
corresponding assembly and genome annotations of the reference sequences are used to obtain the expression values.
In library mode, reads are mapped directly against the reference sequences. Both methods are described in detail in
the original sRNAbench paper (7). MicroRNA expression
profiles can be obtained for all species contained in miRBase or MirGeneDB by means of the library mode. It is
important to note that expression files generated with sRNAbench will list all copies of a microRNA, and therefore
the name of a mature microRNA can appear several times.
However in an additional column we specify the genome
position or precursor name, which makes each line unique.
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why flexible and user-friendly tools for small RNA research
became even more valuable over the last years.
Here, we present the latest version of sRNAtoolbox, featuring key additions to sRNAbench and sRNAde. Apart
from customizable preprocessing, sRNAbench now implements automatic processing of the five most used library preparation protocols including UMI-based (Unique
Molecular Identifier) protocols and the detection of putative sequence variants. The scope was notably increased
by including new reference genomes from Ensembl (release 91), bacteria and virus collections from NCBI and microRNA reference sequences from MirGeneDB. Additionally, in order to improve reproducibility and ease of use, a
batch mode was developed to allow profiling of several samples at once using the same set of parameters. As for sRNAde, now consensus results for five differential expression
methods are calculated together with improved visualizations of several quality and mapping statistics.
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Genome mapping, bedGraph, bigWig and bed files
Adapter trimmed and quality filtered reads are mapped to
the genome by means of bowtie1 (20). By default, bowtie
seed alignment is used in order to detect isomiRs (with seed
length of 20 nt) and reads are only used if they have at most
10 mappings to the genome. The best mappings are retained
as explained before (21). Both parameters can be changed
by the user. For the prediction of novel microRNAs, we recommend ‘full read alignment’ and not allowing mismatches.
Some putatively interesting small RNAs like yRNAs have
many copies in the genome, and therefore the maximum
number of allowed mappings might need to be increased in
such cases.
Reads with more mappings to the genome than specified
by this threshold are not used for expression profiling but
will appear as a separate category in the genome mapping
plots. Those reads are labelled Highly Redundant reads and
are marked with the postfix ( HR).
Downloadable bedGraph files are generated summing
the reads that map to a certain position. Note that in this
way, each read counts fully at each position it maps (full
read assignment). In the standalone version, the user can
chose to adjust for multiple mappings. BedGraph files are
generated irrespectively of the strand and for both strands
separately (three files in total). Sometimes, it might be interesting to analyse the genome distribution as a function
of the read length (20).Therefore, we provide the bedGraph
files for different length intervals: 19 nt–23 nt and all lengths
for animals and 19 nt–23 nt, 24 nt and all lengths for plants
given that 24 nt long reads have a very well described function in plants (22). The bedGraph files are then converted to
bigWig files using the UCSC tool bedGraphToBigWig (23).
Finally, the bedGraph files are screened and continuously
mapped regions are merged together into a six-column bed
file. The provided score indicates the highest expression
value of the region as not all positions in a continuously
mapped region will have the same expression values.
Single nucleotide variants
Single nucleotide variants (SNV) are detected based on reported mismatches. They can be due to Single Nucleotide
Polymorphisms (SNPs), somatic mutations, RNA editing,
sequencing or Taq polymerase errors. Therefore, when those
sequence variants are analysed, strict quality control parameters should be used to control for the effect of sequencing errors and other technical artefacts. As the quality scores (Phred Scores) are not used for the detection of
SNVs, this analysis can be performed for all accepted input
formats. The sequence variants are detected at the level of
precursor sequences, giving for each variant the precursor

name, the variant type, the position, the number of mapped
reads and the number of reads containing the variant.
isomiRs
The original sRNAbench version implemented only a hierarchical isomiR classification, i.e. each read is classified
as only one isomiR type: canonical sequence, canonical sequence with nucleotide changes, non-templated additions,
5’ and 3’ length variants or multiple length variants (in
this hierarchical order). However, a read can have both, sequence and length variation. Therefore, we now added the
possibility to explore the impact of a fuzzy classification.
sRNAbench output files can be used to convert the isomiR
data into standardized formats as proposed by the miRTop community (https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/
505222v1, https://github.com/miRTop/mirtop).
Differential expression
The differential expression program sRNAde has undergone profound changes to provide both, an extensive summary of the whole study and the detection of consensus differential expression applying edgeR (24), DESeq (25), DESeq2 (11), NOISeq (26) and Student’s t-test. Additionally,
each method now has an individual page to explore the different results as well as the consensus. The output page was
separated into 5 sections:
• Results Summary: The number of differentially over and
underexpressed microRNAs per method and visualizations for the distribution of detected RNA types like miRNAs, tRNAs, rRNAs etc.
• Preprocessing/QC: Summary of preprocessing (adapter
trimmed reads, filtered reads) and read length distribution which allows to detect the presence of certain types
of small RNAs (peak around 21nt corresponding to miRNAs) or artefacts like the presence of adapter dimers
(reads with length 0).
• Mapping statistics: overview of the number of mapped
and assigned reads.
• miRNA and isomiR statistics: boxplots with number of
detected miRNAs, link to microRNA sequence variant
analysis and isomiR statistics.
• Differential expression: links to the individual output
pages of the five DE methods, consensus tables and its
graphical representation by means of UpSet plots (equivalent to Venn diagrams).
Furthermore, sRNAde provides now three different
methods to address the multiple mapping problem: (i) full
read count assignment (the full read count is assigned to all
reference sequences or genome positions), (ii) adjusted read
counts (divide the read count by the number of mappings)
and (iii) single assignment, i.e. assign the read only once to
the most expressed reference sequence.
Working examples
To demonstrate the usefulness and functionality of the
newly implemented features we will concentrate on the
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Two different methods are provided for multiple mapping,
(i) adjusting the read count by the number of times the read
maps to the genome or reference sequences and (ii) assign
each read only once to the reference sequence with the highest expression (single assignment) (see (7) for more details).
The prediction of novel microRNAs was described before in
the sRNAbench paper (7) and a more detailed description
is available in the manual as well.
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Figure 1. (A and B) The interface of the sRNAbench batch mode module and the primary result table, (C) The read length distribution as box-plot, i.e.
the distribution of read fraction as a function of read length, (D) the distribution of different RNA types in the study, (E) the intersection of up-regulated
microRNAs between the different methods and (F) the intersection of microRNAs with higher fold-changes than 2.
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centage of microRNAs varies between 10% and 70% in this
case.
Figure 1E shows the overlap of differentially expressed
microRNA between the five methods and Figure 1F depicts
the overlap of microRNAs with a log2 fold-change higher
than 1 or lower than -1. Note that to avoid division by 0,
we add the value of 1 to the expression values. This also
leads to the fact that microRNAs with extremely low expression values are less likely to produce high fold-changes
due to chance alone. It can be seen that the overlap using
the fold-change is very high (34 out of 49). Notice that the
miRNA fold-change only depends on the normalized values of the read count input matrix (same for all methods).
Therefore, the high overlap seems to imply that the normalization methods have a rather moderate impact on the
fold-changes. On the other hand, there is only 1 out of 32
microRNA which shows statistically over-expression in all
five methods mainly because Student’s t-test and NOISeq
seem to be much stricter. DEseq, DESeq2 and edgeR are
the methods with the highest overlap (11 out of 32). This
shows that the way the P-values are calculated strongly impacts the detection of differentially expressed microRNAs.
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Over the last years the user feedback was crucial for the
evolution of sRNAtoolbox. Several of the new features
and species were included upon user request. We encourage users to send feedback of any type to continue improving this collection of small RNA research tools. Upcoming
improvements include, among other features, new annotations, support for user-customizable synthetic spike-ins and
improved prediction of novel microRNAs.
DATA AVAILABILITY
https://arn.ugr.es/srnatoolbox/
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